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Average Rating out of 10: 9
Comments
Wow!! Tim was amazing and really got me thinking about different ways to promote our business
straight away
Very useful and learnt lots of new tips. Can’t wait to try them out.
Very informative. New avenues of marketing your business
Very informative in a really easy to understand way.
Very enthusiastic
Very entertaining - but you knew that already!
Very engaging and captivated me from the start to finish!! Loved it.
Typo in his brochure for the Webseminar. VERY instead of EVERY.
Tim was very enthusiastic, great way to start the day and wake us up.
Tim was awesome - he just needs to speak a bit slower to let our brains catch up with his thoughts.
Maybe use some colour(writing his flip charts) and some discussion in the audience to allow for different
learning styles. But I loved him.
Thoroughly enjoyed the presenters style. Even though I am not usually interested in marketing, this
session inspired me. Thank you.
This was an interesting session, but a lot of ti familiar to me already and I’m not a marketing guru.
This was a great, informative, practical session. I will apply these tips this week! Thanks Tim. Grace
Hopkins. High Indulgence
Thank you.
Simple straight forward. Thank you!
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Seatbelt still in! Wow fast and furious and very informative.
Really picked up the energy - great tips applicable to any business
Question time send microphone out into crowd so we can hear questions. Loved session by time. Off to
buy the book.
One word. Outstanding.
One of the best sessions on marketing ever!
Nothing said was earth shattering to me but the website links.
Motivational. Thanks
Marketing is a massive topic so I applaud Tim’s ability to cover a lot of ground simply, effectively and
entertainingly
Loved it.
Loved it - will be following, listening and recommending him.
Love down-to-earth presentations! No waffle, just good advice.
Lots of great info delivered at a fast pace. Could slow down a bit!
Lots of energy which is essential for first session
Loads of information! Talked so fast and out of breath it put anxiety in the message.
I had high expectations for this speech and Tim exceeded them. He was engaging, captivating and
provided information in an accessible easy to understand fashion.
High energy- easy to listen to. Makes sense.
He left me breathless with the fast pace.
Handout or link to slides
Great. So much info
Great way to kick off - very engaging.
Great that Aussie flavour!. Loved it. Thanks.
Great talk.
Great stuff.
Great session, Tim is dynamic and audiences armed with lots of ready to go practical tools. Can’t wait
for the slides as I was too busy using my own ideas!
Great presenter, very informative and great practical tips. Not sure that institutional marketing suits
small business.
Great balance, enjoyed the killer questions.
Great
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Gotta love Timbo! He uses a style I relate to. Made so many notes with asterisks to follow up that I
gave up asterisking! Gina aka wordmistress
Fascinating insights, entertaining and thought provoking. I will definitely follow up on some concepts
that Tim outlined.
Fantastic. Worth my time.
Fantastic. Great presentation.
Fantastic Tim, I am exhausted and exhilarated and excited. Thanks.
Fantastic presentation - loved the speed but perhaps a few more real life ‘before’ and ‘after’ examples
would be great. Thank you!!
Execellent. Thanks Tim
Excellent session with passionate and engaging presenter. Great take home to presented in simple and
easy to understand manner.
Excellent and informative. Loved his energy level.
Even tough I am a marketing consultant, I still managed to gain value from the presentation! Fantastic!!
And very passionate presenter!
Enjoyed the session. Learnt a lot, possibly needs more time.
Enjoyable start to the day! Great energy & tips.
Energetic. Informative.
Definitely getting in contact.
Charismatic, fun guy. Lots of great ideas, presented in an entertaining way.
But disappointed. Wanted to learn about delivery of podcasts - was in program.
Brilliant. Thank you Tim for being so generous with your information! I hope the flight centre experience
didn’t scar
you too much!!
Awesome start! A power packed presentation.
A bit slow to engage at the start but by the end I loved it.
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